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ABSTRACT
A communication system including a receiver to receive

training data . An input interface to receive input data
coupled to a hardware processor and a memory . The hard
ware processor is configured to initialize the privacy module

using the training data . Generate a trained privacy module ,

by iteratively optimizing an objective function . Wherein for
each iteration the objective function is computed by a

(21) Appl. No.: 15 /845,917
(22 ) Filed :

combination of a distortion of the useful attributes in the

transformed data and of a mutual information between the

sensitive attributes and the transformed data . Such that the

Dec. 18 , 2017

mutual information is estimated by the auxiliary module that
maximizes a conditional likelihood of the sensitive attributes

given the transformed data . Receive the input data via the
input interface . Apply the trained privacy module on the
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input data to produce an application specific transformed

(2006 .01)
( 2006 . 01)
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data . A transmitter to transmit the application specific trans

formed data over a communication channel.
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DATA - DRIVEN PRIVACY-PRESERVING

COMMUNICATION
FIELD
[ 0001] The present disclosure relates to methods and sys
tems for removing portions of user sensitive information
from an aggregate data stream , and more particularly , to
privacy protection of the user aggregated data before trans

mitting to a third party , while preserving the analytical

Jun. 20 , 2019
of user sensitive information from an aggregate data stream ,
ting to a third party , while preserving the analytical useful
ness of the aggregated data .
[0008] The privacy -preserving data release problem can
be thought as a tradeoff problem between two competing
objectives of minimizing the distortion of the useful data (to
preserve utility , i.e . analytical usefulness) and minimizing
the leakage of sensitive information (to preserve privacy ).
to privacy protect the user aggregated data before transmit

BACKGROUND

Aspects of some embodiments can be to disclose a system
and a method that solves the privacy - utility tradeoff problem
to obtain a theoretically optimal tradeoff between privacy

10002 ] For many consumers , the collection of user data
raises privacy concerns because such data is particularly

the privacy -utility tradeoff problem can be formulated as a

usefulness of the aggregated data .

associated with information that a usermay deem sensitive
and wants to keep private . The problem for consumers is that
consumer service providers have access to their private

information including personal behavior and lifestyle ( such

as, appliance use , eating and sleeping patterns, occupancy

patterns, household activity patterns ), health status, house
hold make -up , mobility patterns and the like . The collection

of data by the consumer service provider can happen without
the user 's consent or potentially without a possibility for the
user to opt- out. The consumer service provider collecting the
user 's data is likely to make this data available to third
parties , either without the user ' s knowledge and / or without
the user knowing the extent of the collected data in terms of
their personal privacy . Typically , consumers trust their con
sumer service provider collecting the data , but do not trust
the third -party with whom the consumer service provider
may share the consumer's collected data .
[ 0003] Specifically , this problem of protecting consumer /
user privacy data goes to the control over service providers

and third - party ' s access to their personal data . In particular ,

releasing personal information which is considered private

to the consumer.
10004 ] Some conventional solutions for protecting con
sumer ' s personal data , include modifying the consumer ' s

privacy data prior to releasing the consumer 's data to third

party . Such methods are usually referred as data anonymiza

tion methods aiming for protecting the consumer 's privacy
data while preserving an analytical usefulness of the data .

[0005 ] Some methods use model based approaches to
preserving data release problem is mathematically modeled

and utility .

[0009 ] Some embodiments are based on recognition that
minimization of an objective function indicative of the

privacy - utility tradeoff in the data being released , e . g ., to a
third party . In some embodiments, the observations, e .g .,

measurements, on the data are transformed to preserve both

privacy and utility of the data . To that end, the released data
is referred herein as transformed data or released data .

[0010 ] For example, the objective function can include a

combination a distortion of the useful data and presence of
the sensitive data in the transformed data . For example , the

distortion of the useful data can be measured by an expected

distortion function of the useful and transformed data . The
expected distortion function can vary for different applica

tions . For example, the presence of the sensitive data can be

measured as a mutual information of the transformed data
and the sensitive data .

[0011 ] Some embodiments are based on recognition that

achieving the theoretically optimal tradeoff between the
privacy and utility objectives inherently requires random
ized release data . Thus, the system that generates the trans

formed data should be randomized in order to achieve
theoretically optimal tradeoffs . Conventional deterministic
systems and other conventional systems that employ ran

domization in only a limited manner are generally unable to

achieve all of the theoretically optimal tradeoffs.

[0012 ] Some embodiments are based on understanding
that if the data and observation models are unknown, it is
possible to estimate probability distributions of sensitive ,
useful and observed data from available training samples,

and then optimize the objective function with respect to

address the abovementioned sensing problem . The privacy

those probabilistic distributions. However , accurate estima

using models relating sensitive data being preserved , useful
data being released , and observation data indicative of the

high - dimensional alphabets can be challenging . Even with
known ( or reasonably accurate ) data and observation mod
els, this optimization approach may become impractical for

sensitive data and the useful data . However, the models are

difficult to design and various approaches use simplifications

that limit applications of their solutions. For example , a
method disclosed in US 2015/0235051 only applies to the
special case where the observation W is simply the useful
data Y . Further, this method requires the data /observation
models to be known and does not address the computational
feasibility for high -dimensional and / or continuous alpha
bets .

[ 0006 ] Accordingly , there is a need for a data anonymiza
tion method that can minimize or avoid the usage of the

models of the underlying data .
SUMMARY
[0007 ] According to embodiments of the present disclo
sure to provide a system and a method for removing portions

tion of the probabilistic distributions over continuous and /or

complex distributions over continuous and / or high - dimen

sional alphabets .

[0013 ] To that end, some embodiments address the pri
vacy -utility tradeoff problem for situations when the data /
observation models are unknown . For example , some
embodiments train a parametric function , e . g ., a neural
network , to transform the incoming input data to obtain a
theoretically optimal tradeoff between privacy and utility in

the transformed data .

[00141 Someembodiments are based on the understanding
thatmutual information is difficult to estimate for use in an

optimization objective when knowledge of the data model is
not available. However, some embodiments are based on the
recognition that estimating mutual information can be
achieved using an additional neural network trained concur

US 2019 /0188402 A1
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rently with the main neural network but having a different,
i.e., competitive , objective . For example , while the main

respect to the mechanism , I( X ; Z ) can be replaced with the
negative conditional entropy - H (X | Z ) in the optimization

neural network is trained to minimize the objective function ,

objective. Further, we have that - H (XIZ ) = max , E [log
Q (XIZ ) ], where , the maximization is , in principle , over all
conditional distributions Q for X given Z . Theoretically, the

that additional network is trained to maximize the objective

function . Such an additional network is referred herein as
comparison with main neural network .

adversarial neural network due to it adversarial goal in

maximum is obtained by Q equal to the true posterior

[ 0015 ] Some embodiments are based on realization that a
parametric function for transforming input data to address
the privacy - utility tradeoff problem can be trained to mini
mize an objective function including a component for
mutual information of the sensitive and transformed data

Pzw ) and the data and observation models (distributions
Px.y and Pwix ,y ). In practice , since it may be intractable to

and a component for a distortion of the useful information in
the transformed data , while another adversarial parametric

function can be trained to maximize at least one component
of the objective function to estimate the mutual information
of the sensitive and transformed data . The concurrent train
ing , evaluation and update of these parametric functions can
provide the desired balancing of the components of the
objective function.
[0016 ] Some embodiments are based on realization that to
achieve the theoretically optimal tradeoff between privacy
and utility in the transformed data , the optimization of the
parametric function needs to be performed with adversarial
training , which can be interpreted as a variational Bayesian
method . For example , one embodiment adds at least the
following modifications. First, the main parametric function

is trained to produce a randomized variable defined by a
parametric family of distributions. In such a manner, the

parametric function is configured to transform the input data

into transformed data selected according to a probability
distribution conditioned on values of the input data . Second ,

the component of the objective function to be maximized by
the adversarial parametric function is selected to be the
mutual information component, and the adversarial para

metric function is trained to maximize a conditional likeli
hood of the sensitive data given the transformed data .

[ 0017 ]. There are two alternative embodiments to realize

the randomized parametric function :

distribution Px?z with respect to the mechanism (distribution

determine the true posterior Py?z or optimize over all con
ditional distributions Q , the maximization may be approxi
mated over a parametric family of distributions , which
would result in the optimization providing a lower -bound on

- H (XIZ ). The adversarial network provides this parametric
approximation of the conditional distribution Q , by taking as
input the released data Z and producing a conditional

distribution for the sensitive data X given the release data Z .
The optimization of the adversarial involves optimizing this

parametric approximation to maximize the conditional like
lihoods of the sensitive data samples given the release data

samples.
[0021] Some embodiments reserve privacy while main
taining utility of data by developing a mapping from
observed data to transformed data using an optimization that
considers the mutual information between the sensitive and
released data (privacy ) and the expected distortion between
the useful data and released data ( utility ) . Specifically, the

training data can include three components : observed data ,

useful data and sensitive data . Theses embodiments provide
for a specific mapping function having particular properties,

that surprisingly result in unique privacy aspects for the user
using the systems.
[0022 ]. According to an embodiment of the present disclo
sure, a communication system including a receiver to
receive training data from at least one sensor. Wherein the
training data includes samples of data having predetermined

sensitive attributes, useful attributes and observable data . An
input interface to receive input data . A hardware processor
coupled to the receiver and a memory, capable of executing
a privacy module, an auxiliary module , a plurality of func
tions and the training data stored in the memory . The

[0018 ] 1. Parametric distribution : the output of the
parametric function is a set of parameters that specific
the conditional distribution Pz?w within a chosen para
metric family of distributions. In this embodiment, the
conditional distribution Pz?w is directly available as a
function of the observation W , and is then randomly
sampled from , to produce the released data Z . Note that
the parameters that specify the parametric function are

module using the training data . Wherein the privacy module

those that control the parametric function that pro

iteration the objective function is computed by a combina

duces, as a function of W , the parameters that specify

tion of a distortion of the useful attributes in the transformed

[0019 ] 2 . Seed noise randomization : random seed noise

data and of a mutual information between the sensitive
attributes and the transformed data . Such that the mutual

the conditional distribution Pziw
is used an additional input to the parametric function to

hardware processor is configured to initialize the privacy

is configured to transform the training data into transformed

data by determining parameters of a parametric probability
distribution . Generate a trained privacy module , by itera

tively optimizing an objective function . Wherein for each

information is estimated by the auxiliary module that maxi

randomize the output as a function of the observation
W . In this embodiment, the output of the parametric

mizes a conditional likelihood of the sensitive attributes

function is the randomized released data Z . The con

input interface in communication with the hardware proces
sor. Apply the trained privacy module on the input data to

ditional distribution Pz?w is not directly available, but
instead realized as the randomized behavior in this

given the transformed data . Receive the input data via the

produce an application specific transformed data . A trans

embodiment of the parametric function .
10020 ) Some embodiments are based on a realization
allowing the mutual information term I( X ; Z ) in the opti

mitter to transmit the application specific transformed data

avoiding the potential intractability of analytical evaluation

receive training data from at least one sensor. Wherein the

mization problem to be efficiently approximated , while

and the need for model knowledge . Since mutual informa
tion I( X ; Z ) = H ( X ) - H (XIZ ) and H ( X ) is constant with

over a communication channel.
[0023 ] According to another embodiment of the present
disclosure , communication system including a receiver to

training data includes samples of data having predetermined
sensitive attributes, useful attributes and observable data . An

US 2019 /0188402 A1
input interface to receive input data . A hardware processor

coupled to the receiver and a memory, is capable of execut

ing a privacy module , an auxiliary module , a plurality of

functions and the training data stored in the memory, and in
an offline state. The hardware processor is configured to
initialize the privacy module using the training data .
Wherein the privacy module is configured to transform the
training data into transformed data by determining param
eters of a parametric probability distribution . Such that the
transformed data is produced by randomly sampling accord
ing to the parametric probability distribution . Generate a
trained privacy module , by iteratively optimizing an objec
tive function . Wherein for each iteration the objective func
tion is computed by a combination of a distortion of the
useful attributes in the transformed data and of a mutual
information between the sensitive attributes and the trans
formed data . Such that the mutual information is estimated

by the auxiliary module that maximizes a conditional like
lihood of the sensitive attributes given the transformed data .

Jun. 20 , 2019
state . Applying the trained privacy module on the input data
to produce an application specific transformed data . Trans
mitting via a transmitter the application specific transformed
data over a communication channel.
[0025 ] Further features and advantages will become more
readily apparent from the following detailed description
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0026 ] The presently disclosed embodiments will be fur
ther explained with reference to the attached drawings. The
drawings shown are not necessarily to scale , with emphasis
instead generally being placed upon illustrating the prin
ciples of the presently disclosed embodiments .

[0027 ] FIG . 1A is a block diagram of a method for
applying a privacy module to transform data , such that a
privacy of the transformed data is protected , while analytical

hardware processor in an online state . Apply the trained

usefulness of the transformed data is preserved , according to
embodiments of the present disclosure ;
10028 ]. FIG . 1B is a block diagram illustrating the com
munication system of FIG . 1A , that further includes some
components used for the communication system , according

privacy module on the input data to produce an application
specific transformed data . A transmitter to transmit the
application specific transformed data over a communication

munication system of FIG . 1A , that shows the offline stage

channel.

some embodiments of the present disclosure ;

Wherein the iterations continue until a termination condition

is met, to obtain the trained privacy module . Receive the

input data via the input interface in communication with the

[ 0024 ] According to another embodiment of the present
disclosure , a method for applying a privacy module to
transform data , such that a privacy of the transformed data
is protected , while analytical usefulness of the transformed

data is preserved . The method including receiving training

data via a receiver from at least one sensor. Wherein the

training data includes training data samples including pre
determined sensitive attributes, useful attributes and observ
able data . Storing a privacy module, an auxiliary module a
plurality of functions and the training data in a memory .
Wherein the privacy module is configured to transform the
training data into transformed data by determining param
eters of a parametric probability distribution . Such that the

transformed data is produced by randomly sampling accord

ing to the parametric probability distribution . Wherein the
memory is in communication with the receiver. Using a
hardware processor coupled to the receiver and the memory,
capable of executing the stored privacy module and the
stored plurality of functions. The hardware processor is
configured for initializing the stored privacy module using

the training data . Wherein the privacy module is configured

to transform the training data into transformed data by
determining parameters of a parametric probability distri
bution . Such that the transformed data is produced by

randomly sampling according to the parametric probability
distribution . Generating a trained privacy module , by itera
tively optimizing an objective function . Wherein for each
iteration the objective function is computed by a combina
tion of a distortion of the useful attributes in the transformed
data and of a mutual information between the sensitive
attributes and the transformed data . Such that the mutual
information is estimated by the auxiliary module that maxi
mizes a conditional likelihood of the sensitive attributes
given the transformed data , wherein the iterations continue
until a termination condition is met, to obtain the trained

privacy module. Receiving input data via an input interface
in communication with the hardware processor in an online

some embodiments of the present disclosure ;

[0029 ] FIG . 1C is a block diagram illustrating the com

step 130 and also shows the online stage step 135 , according

[0030] FIG . 1D is a block diagram illustrating the offline
stage of FIG . 1C , according some embodiments of the
present disclosure ;
0031 ) FIG . 1E is a block diagram illustrating the offline

stage of FIG . 1C , according some embodiments of the
present disclosure ;

[0032] FIG . 2A is a block diagram illustrating the proce
dure to optimize the privacy module, according some
embodiments of the present disclosure ;
[0033 ] FIG . 2B is a block diagram illustrating further

details in the procedure to optimize the privacy module ,

according some embodiments of the present disclosure ;

[0034 ] FIG . 3A is a block diagram illustrating the proce
dure for applying the privacy and auxiliary modules to a set
of training samples and computing the optimization objec

tive , according some embodiments of the present disclosure ;

[0035 FIG . 3B is a block diagram illustrating the detailed
procedure for applying the auxiliary module to produce the
sensitive data likelihoods , as part of the computation of the

objective function , according some embodiments of the
present disclosure;
[0036 FIG . 4 is a graph illustrating example results show
ing that the described system achieves close to theoretically

optimal performance , in an example involving multivariate,

continuous data drawn from a Gaussian distribution , accord
ing some embodiments of the present disclosure ; and

[0037 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating themethod of

FIG . 1A , that can be implemented using an alternate com

puter or processor, according to embodiments of the present
disclosure .

[0038 ] While the above -identified drawings set forth pres
ently disclosed embodiments, other embodiments are also

contemplated , as noted in the discussion . This disclosure

presents illustrative embodiments by way of representation
and not limitation . Numerous other modifications and

embodiments can be devised by those skilled in the art

US 2019 /0188402 A1
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which fall within the scope and spirit of the principles of the
presently disclosed embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0039 ] The following description provides exemplary
embodiments only , and is not intended to limit the scope ,
applicability, or configuration of the disclosure . Rather , the

being released , e. g ., to a third party , in order to produce a

provide those skilled in the art with an enabling description

privacy - utility tradeoffs . Wherein observations, e . g ., mea

following description of the exemplary embodiments will

for implementing one or more exemplary embodiments .

Contemplated are various changes that may be made in the

function and arrangement of elements without departing

privacy ). The leakage of sensitive attributes is measured by

the mutual information of the sensitive attributes in the
released data , i.e . transformed data .

[0045] At least one recognition of the present disclosure is

that there needs to be a minimization of an objective
function indicative of the privacy - utility tradeoff in the data

data release mechanism that performs at or near the optimal
surements , on the data are transformed to preserve both

privacy and utility of the data . To that end , the released data ,
i.e . transformed data is referred herein as transformed data

from the spirit and scope of the subject matter disclosed as

or released data . For example , the objective function can

in the following description to provide a thorough under

presence of the sensitive data in the released data. The

set forth in the appended claims. Specific details are given

standing of the embodiments . However, understood by one
of ordinary skill in the art can be that the embodiments may
be practiced without these specific details . For example ,

systems, processes, and other elements in the subject matter
disclosed may be shown as components in block diagram

form in order not to obscure the embodiments in unneces

include a combination a distortion of the useful data and

distortion of the useful data can be measured by an expected
distortion function of the useful and released data . The
expected distortion function can vary for different applica
tions . For example , with discrete , categorical data , probabil
ity of error may be an appropriate distortion measure for
some applications. For another example , with some appli

sary detail . In other instances, well -known processes, struc

cations involving continuous data , expected mean - squared

detail in order to avoid obscuring the embodiments . Further ,

another example , with some applications involving multi
variate data , wherein the presence of the sensitive data can

tures , and techniques may be shown without unnecessary

like reference numbers and designations in the various
[0040] Also , individual embodiments may be described as

drawings indicated like elements .

a process which is depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram ,
a data flow diagram , a structure diagram , or a block diagram .
Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a

sequential process, many of the operations can be performed
in parallel or concurrently . In addition , the order of the
operations may be re-arranged . A process may be terminated

when its operations are completed , butmay have additional
steps not discussed or included in a figure . Furthermore , not
all operations in any particularly described process may
occur in all embodiments . A process may correspond to a
method , a function , a procedure , a subroutine, a subprogram ,

etc . When a process corresponds to a function , the function 's

termination can correspond to a return of the function to the
calling function or the main function .

[ 0041] Furthermore , embodiments of the subject matter
disclosed may be implemented , at least in part, either
manually or automatically . Manual or automatic implemen

tations may be executed , or at least assisted , through the use
microcode , hardware description languages, or any combi
of machines, hardware , software , firmware, middleware ,

error may be an appropriate distortion measure . For yet

be inversely measured as a mutual information of the
transformed data and the sensitive data .
[0046 ] Some embodiments are based on recognition that
achieving the theoretically optimal tradeoff between the
privacy and utility objectives inherently requires random
ized release data. Thus, the system that generates the trans

formed data should be randomized in order to achieve
theoretically optimal tradeoffs . Conventional deterministic

systems and other conventional systems that employ ran
achieve all of the theoretically optimal tradeoffs .
domization in only a limited manner are generally unable to

[0047 ] Some embodiments address the privacy -utility

tradeoff problem for situations when the data / observation

models are unknown . For example, some embodiments train

a parametric function , e . g ., a neural network , to transform
the incoming input data to obtain a theoretically optimal

tradeoff between privacy and utility in the transformed data .
[0048 ] Some embodiments are based on the understanding
thatmutual information is difficult to estimate for use in an
optimization objective when knowledge of the data model is
not available , since mutual information is statisticalmeasure
that depends on the model distribution . However, some

nation thereof. When implemented in software , firmware ,

embodiments are based on the recognition that estimating
mutual information can be achieved using an additional

machine readable medium . A processor( s ) may perform the

network but having a different, i.e ., competitive, objective .

middleware or microcode, the program code or code seg
ments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a

necessary tasks.

[0042] Overview
[0043] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide

neural network trained concurrently with the main neural

For example , while the main neural network is trained to
minimize the objective function , that additional network is

trained to maximize the objective function . Such an addi

systems and methods for removing portions of user sensitive
information from an aggregate data stream , to privacy
protect the user aggregated data before transmitting to a

work due to it adversarial goal in comparison with main
neural network . This " adversarial neural network ” is the

aggregated data .
[0044 ] The privacy-preserving data release problem can

same as the auxiliary function mentioned in other parts of
this. We are using it to enable an approximation of mutual
information ( see below ), which is otherwise hard to estimate

third party , while preserving the analytical usefulness of the

be thought as a tradeoff problem between two competing

objectives of minimizing the distortion of the useful attri
butes (to preserve utility , i. e . analytical usefulness ) and
minimizing the leakage of sensitive attributes ( to preserve

tional network is referred herein as adversarial neural net

( see below ). Prior has also used an adversarial neural
network in a privacy framework , however, none of them did
so in a way to address approximatingmutual information for

general sensitive data variables that may be discrete , con
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only binary or discrete sensitive data , and most approaches

tinuous, and/or multivariate (i.e., prior art was limited to

instead realized as the randomized behavior in this
embodiment of the parametric function , i.e . privacy

did not even attempt to address mutual information privacy ) .

module .

[ 00491 Above discloses some features relevant to the

present disclosure that overcome conventional approaches ,

by non -limiting example , some aspects of the present dis
closure include: ( 1 ) not requiring data /observation models to
be known or assumed ; ( 2 ) addresses privacy by measuring
mutual information ; ( 3 ) optimizes randomized mechanisms

that can approach the optimal privacy -utility tradeoffs; (4 )

[0055 ] Some embodiments are based on a realization

allowing the mutual information term I( X ; Z ) in the opti
mization problem to be efficiently approximated , while
avoiding the potential intractability of analytical evaluation
and the need for model knowledge. Since mutual informa

tion I (X ; Z ) = H ( X ) - H (XIZ ) and H ( X ) is constant with
respect to the mechanism , I( X ; Z ) can be replaced with the

the present disclosure is able to handle general sensitive data

negative conditional entropy -HX?Z ) in the optimization

variables that can be discrete , continuous, and /or multivari

objective . Further, we have that - H (XIZ ) = max , E [log

ate ( i.e ., in particular, not limited to only binary or discrete

address the privacy -utility tradeoff problem can be trained to

Q (XIZ ) ], where, the maximization is, in principle , over all
conditional distributions Q for X given Z . Theoretically, the
maximum is obtained by Q equal to the true posterior
distribution Py with respect to the mechanism (distribution
Pz?w ) and the data and observation models (distributions
Px ,y and Pw \x,y). In practice , since it may be intractable to

mutual information in the sensitive and transformed data and
a component for a distortion of the useful information in the

mated over a parametric family of distributions, which

sensitive data, which is in contrast to conventional
approaches ).
[ 0050 ] Some embodiments are based on realization that
the parametric function for transforming input data to

minimize an objective function including a component for

transformed data, while another adversarial parametric func

tion can be trained to maximize at least one component of
the objective function . The concurrent training , evaluation

determine the true posterior Py?z or optimize over all con
ditional distributions Q , the maximization may be approxi

would result in the optimization providing a lower -bound on

- H (XIZ ). The adversarial network provides this parametric
approximation of the conditional distribution Q , by taking as

and update of these parametric functions can provide the

input the released data Z and producing a conditional

[0051] Some embodiments are based on realization that to

parametric approximation to maximize the conditional like
lihoods of the sensitive data samples given the release data
samples.
[0056 ] An embodiment of the present disclosure includes

desired balancing of the components of the objective func
tion .

achieve the theoretically optimal tradeoff between privacy

and utility in the transformed data , the optimization of the

parametric function needs to be performed with adversarial

training, which can be interpreted as a variational Bayesian

distribution for the sensitive data X given the release data Z .
The optimization of the adversarial involves optimizes this

a communication system including a receiver to receive

method . For example , one embodiment adds at least the

training data from at least one sensor. Wherein the training
data includes samples of data having predetermined sensi

is trained to produce a randomized variable defined by a

tive attributes, useful attributes and observable data . An

parametric function is configured to transform the input data

coupled to the receiver and a memory , capable of executing

into transformed data selected according to a probability
distribution conditioned on values of the input data . Second ,

a privacy module, an auxiliary module , a plurality of func
tions and the training data stored in the memory . The

following modifications. First, the main parametric function
parametric family of distributions . In such a manner, the

input interface to receive input data . A hardware processor

the component of the objective function to be maximized by

hardware processor is configured to initialize the privacy

the adversarial parametric function is selected to be the

module using the training data . Wherein the privacy module

metric function is trained to maximize a conditional likeli

data by determining parameters of a parametric probability
distribution . Generate a trained privacy module , by itera

mutual information component, and the adversarial para

hood of the sensitive data given the transformed data .
10052 ] There are at least two alternative embodiments to

realize the randomized parametric function , i.e . privacy

module :

[0053 ] 1. Parametric distribution : the output of the
parametric function is a set of parameters that specific
the conditional distribution Pz?w within a chosen para
metric family of distributions. In this embodiment, the
conditional distribution Pz?w is directly available as a
function of the observation W , and is then randomly
sampled from , to produce the released data Z . Note that
the parameters that specify the parametric function are
those that control the parametric function that pro
duces, as a function of W , the parameters that specify
the conditional distribution Pz?w .
100541 2 . Seed noise randomization : random seed noise
is used an additional input to the parametric function to
randomize the output as a function of the observation

W . In this embodiment, the output of the parametric
ditional distribution Pz?w is not directly available , but
function is the randomized released data Z . The con -

is configured to transform the training data into transformed
tively optimizing an objective function . Wherein for each

iteration the objective function is computed by a combina

tion of a distortion ofthe useful attributes in the transformed

data and of a mutual information between the sensitive

attributes and the transformed data . Such that the mutual
information is estimated by the auxiliary module that maxi
mizes a conditional likelihood of the sensitive attributes

given the transformed data. Receive the input data via the
sor. Apply the trained privacy module on the input data to
input interface in communication with the hardware proces

produce an application specific transformed data . A trans
mitter to transmit the application specific transformed data

over a communication channel.
[0057] FIG . 1A is a block diagram of a method for
applying a privacy module to transform data, such that a

privacy of the transformed data is protected , while analytical
usefulness of the transformed data is preserved , according to

embodiments of the present disclosure.
0058 ) Specifically , step 110 shows the receiving training

data via a receiver from at least one sensor, wherein the
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training data includes training data samples including pre

determined sensitive attributes, useful attributes and observ able data . The predetermined sensitive attributes can be data ,
attributes, and/ or characteristics that may be associated with

the observable data , and determined by the user and /or
application as personally sensitive . The useful attributes can

be data , attributes , and /or characteristics that may be asso

ciated with the observable data , and determined by the user

and/ or application as useful to be shared or revealed . The

observable data can include partial, full , and / or potentially

noisy data measurements of the predetermined sensitive

attributes and the useful attributes , or the predetermined
sensitive attributes and the useful attributes.

[0059 ] The training data includes time series data, smart
home data , speech data, factory automation data , medical
data . It is possible the training data could be sourced from
a specific client, user or entity , as an initial training phase
used to calibrate the system , or could be obtained from other
sources that have similar statistical properties (e .g., similar
statistical properties to the input data ).
[ 0060 ] An example of some time series data can include
one or a combination of smart meter data from at least one

smartmeter device in communication the at least one sensor,
temperature data or other sensor data . The collected time

series data can be from a client or user for a particular
example, types of consumer service providers may include
residential/entities, energy /power providers and phone /com
consumer service from a consumer service provider. For

munication providers .
10061] Other types of consumer service providers may

include health related providers , i.e . health -monitoring
devices, or a type of monitoring service provider that
provides sensors in houses , offices, cars , handheld devices or

the like . Users or clients of consumer service providers may
be one or combination of individuals and entities. Further ,
the time series data can include usage of at least one power
consumer by a user, wherein the at least one power con

sumer includes a structure, a part of a structure , an electronic
device , a power consuming device or some combination
thereof. Further, the multiple data segments of the aggregate

data can refer to an ongoing and /or future power consump

tion event by a user having at least one power consumer.
Noted , is the possibility of the aggregate data can originate

from a user, and is user energy data collected using a
metering device located on a consumer side of themetering

device .

[0062] An example for speech data can include observed

data that consists of voice measurements recorded by a
microphone . The useful attributes associated with this
observed data consists of the textual transcript of the words
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[0064] An example for medical data could include

observed data that includes patient histories ( symptoms,
diagnoses , treatments, evaluations, outcomes , etc .), where
useful attributes including statistical trends/ analyses could

be useful for medical research applications, and sensitive
attributes could include any specific medical information
that is directly linked to a particular patient.
[0065 ] Step 115 includes storing a privacy module , an
auxiliary module a plurality of functions and the training
data in a memory . It is contemplated there may be one or
more memory devices depending upon the application . The
stored privacy module is configured to transform the training
data into transformed data by determining parameters of a
parametric probability distribution , such that the trans
formed data is produced by randomly sampling according to
the parametric probability distribution , which defines the
probabilistic mapping performed by the privacy module .

The stored privacy module can be pre -trained with historical

training data having predetermined sensitive attributes , use
ful attributes and observable data . The historical training
data can include data that is statistically similar to the input
data , that is , a model learned from the training data set can
be statistically representative of the model learned from the
input data , as noted above . The aspect of pre -training the

stored privacy module is understood as producing an initial
privacy module that is relevant to application but can still be

further tuned by later training with user-specific data .
[0066 ] Further, the privacy module can determine the

parameters of the parametric probability distribution by

applying a neural network to the observed data , such that the
output of the neural network are parameters . The parameters

can be means , variances , and/or various statistical param

eters that describe the particular parametric probability
distribution .

[0067 ] Further, the privacy module can also include an
additional input that is random seed noise , such that the
privacy module produces transformed data as a randomized
function of the observed data
[0068] The stored auxiliary module is configured to take
as input the transformed data and output parameters of a
parametric probability distribution that approximates the
posterior distribution of the sensitive attribute given the
transformed data . Specifically , the auxiliary module can be
optimized by a gradient descent algorithm to maximize the
conditional log likelihood of the sensitive attributes given
the transformed data .
[0069] Further, the privacy module and auxiliary module
can be realized as parametric functions including neural
networks, such that a gradient of the objective function is

spoken , which could be useful for various voice -control or
include, possibly depending on the user's preference , vari
ous personal characteristics that could be inferred from the

module and the auxiliary module , and that the privacy

[0063] An example for factory automation could include
ments. Useful attributes could include machine operating

descent algorithms.
[0070 ] Step 120 includes using a hardware processor for
executing the stored modules and the plurality of functions .
The hardware processor is coupled to the receiver and the

voice - input applications. The sensitive attributes could

audio of the voice recording , such as gender , age, ethnicity /
accent, mood , location /other ambient surroundings , etc .

observed data that includes various factory sensor measure

conditions that could be inferred from analysis of the sensor
measurements and hence useful for factory diagnostics /

reporting applications. Sensitive attributes could include

proprietary knowledge / process information that could also
be inferred from the sensor measurements .

computed with respect to the parameters of the privacy

module and the auxiliary module are optimized via gradient

memory , and can be in communication with other devices
such as sensors for measuring data , a receiver for receiving
data , and a transmitter for transmitting data . It is contem
plated that more than one hardware processor can be used

depending upon the requirements of the specific application .
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[0071 ] Step 125 includes initializing the stored privacy

module using the training data . The stored privacy module
could be first randomly initialized or initialized as a pre

trained privacy if available .

[0072] Step 125 includes generating a trained privacy

module , by iteratively optimizing an objective function ,

wherein for each iteration the objective function is computed
by a combination of a distortion of the useful attributes in the
transformed data and of a mutual information between the
sensitive attributes and the transformed data , such that the

mutual information is estimated by the auxiliary module that

maximizes a conditional likelihood of the sensitive attributes
given the transformed data , wherein the iterations continue

until a termination condition is met, to obtain the trained

privacy module. Wherein the iterations continue until a

termination condition is met, to obtain the trained privacy

module . The objective function can be given by

inlogg xi\z)+ Adly ,a),
wherein m is the number of training samples , i indexes the
training samples, x ; is a sample of sensitive attributes, y ; is
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according to the parametric probability distribution deter

mined by the privacy module. The input data can include the
observed data . The aspect of online state is to apply the
trained privacy module on the input data to produce trans

formed data that can be released to another party to provide
analytical utility while also preserving the privacy of sen

sitive information .

100761 Step 135 includes transmitting the application spe

cific transformed data over a communication channel to

another party as specified by the particular application .
10077 ] FIG . 1B is a block diagram illustrating the com

munication system of FIG . 1A , that further includes some
components used for the communication system , according
some embodiments of the present disclosure . The commu
nication system 100 includes training data 114 that may be
received wirelessly or wired to a sensor device 112 , and in
communication with the receiver 119 . Wherein the training
data 114 can be stored in a computer readable memory or

memory 118 . The training data 114 is stored in thememory
118 along with a plurality of modules and a plurality of
functions. Further , a hardware processor 122 of a computer
124 can be used to process the communication system 100
steps . In the online stage , the hardware processor 122

receives the input data 117 from a sensor 116 or group of
sensors via an input interface 118 . Upon the hardware
input data 117 , the application specific transformed data is

a sample of useful attributes, z ; is a sample of transformed
data , Q ( x ;\ z ;) is the conditional likelihood of a sample of

processor 122 applying the trained privacy module on the

sensitive attributes x ; given the sample of transformed data
Zi, à is a balance parameter controlling a privacy - utility
tradeoff , and d (y;,Z ) is the distortion of the sample of useful
attributes y ; in the sample of transformed data z ; Alterna
tively, to target a specific distortion threshold d , the objective
function can be given by

produced and transmitted via the transmitter 121 through a

LE

logQ(xi|z:)+ A(max(dly;,Zi)– 8,0)) ,

wherein m is the number of training samples , i indexes the
training samples, x ; is a sample of sensitive attributes, y ; is
a sample of useful attributes , z ; is a sample of transformed

data, Q (x ;\z;) is the conditional likelihood of a sample of
sensitive attributes x? given the sample of transformed data
Zi, 8 is the distortion threshold , à is a penalty parameter
controlling the penalization for exceeding the distortion

threshold , and d (yi ,Z ) is the distortion of the sample of
useful attributes y ; in the sampled of transformed data z;.
10073] The distortion of the useful attributes in the trans
formed data is determined by an empirical average of an
application and /or user specified distortion function , over a

batch of training data and corresponding transformed data
produced by applying the privacy mechanism to the observ

able data .

[0074 ] Themutual information between the sensitive attri

butes and the transformed data is estimated by an empirical

average of a log of conditional likelihoods of the sensitive
data over a batch of training data , such that the log of
conditional likelihoods of the sensitive data is from the
auxiliary module
[0075 ] Step 130 includes receiving input data , in an online
state , applying the trained privacy module on the input data
to produce an application specific transformed data , such

that the transformed data is produced by randomly sampling

communication channel .

[0078 ] FIG . 1C is a block diagram illustrating the com

munication system of FIG . 1A , that shows the offline stage

step 130 regarding generating the trained privacy module ,

by iteratively optimizing an objective function . The offline

stage includes the generation of a trained privacy module

that optimized with respect to the privacy - utility tradeoff for
the application /user -specific data .

[0079 ] FIG . 1C also shows the online stage step 135
regarding receiving input data , and applying the trained

privacy module on the input data to produce an application
specific transformed data . The aspect of online state is to

apply the trained privacy module on the input data to
produce transformed data that can be released to another
party to provide analytical utility while also preserving the
privacy of sensitive information .

10080 ] FIG . 1D is a block diagram illustrating the offline
stage of FIG . 1C , according some embodiments of the

present disclosure. The offline stage includes the generation
of a trained privacy module that optimized with respect to

the privacy -utility tradeoff for the application /user-specific
[0081 ] FIG . 1E is a block diagram illustrating the offline
stage of FIG . 1C , according some embodiments of the

data .

present disclosure . The aspect of online state is to apply the
trained privacy module on the input data to produce trans

formed data that can be released to another party to provide
analytical utility while also preserving the privacy of sen
sitive information .
[0082] For example , regarding collected energy data from

a client may include analytics for a benefit of the client

and /or provider(s ). A specific analytics objective of interest
can be to determine the usage patterns of specific energy
consuming device (s ) (e .g., appliance(s ) within a household ),
which may provide beneficial information to the client
and /or provider, such as possibly aiding other services
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received by the client and /or performed by the provider (e .g.,
appliance operation information aiding a preventative main
tenance /monitoring service , or providing marketing infor
mation ). However, it may also be desirable to release an
accurate representation of the energy consumption data to
the provider (s ) in order to enable later general analytics

tasks not determined beforehand .
[ 0083] An example for speech data can include observed
data that consists of voice measurements recorded by a
microphone. The useful attributes associated with this
observed data consists of the textual transcript of the words

spoken , which could be useful for various voice -control or
voice - input applications . The sensitive attributes could

include, possibly depending on the user's preference , vari
ous personal characteristics that could be inferred from the
audio of the voice recording, such as gender, age, ethnicity /
accent, mood, location /other ambient surroundings, etc .
[0084 ] An example for factory automation could include
observed data that includes various factory sensormeasure

ments . Useful attributes could include machine operating
conditions that could be inferred from analysis of the sensor

measurements and hence useful for factory diagnostics /
reporting applications. Sensitive attributes could include
proprietary knowledge /process information that could also

be inferred from the sensor measurements .

[0085 ] An example for medical data could include
observed data that includes patient histories (symptoms,

diagnoses, treatments, evaluations, outcomes, etc. ), where

useful attributes including statistical trends/analyses could

be useful for medical research applications, and sensitive
attributes could include any specific medical information
that is directly linked to a particular patient.

[0086 ] FIG . 2A is a block diagram illustrating the proce
dure to optimize the privacy module , according some
embodiments of the present disclosure . The procedure
begins with preparing a batch of training data samples 201.
Then , the privacy module and auxiliary module are applied
to the batch 202 , which is followed by the computation the
optimization objective 203 , and updating the privacy mod
ule to minimize the objective and the auxiliary module to

maximize the objective 204 . This procedure is repeated until
convergence or a maximum number of iterations is reached
205 .
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training data samples 301 consist an observed data sample

302, a useful attribute sample 303 , and a sensitive attribute
sample 304. The privacy module 310 is applied to the
observed data sample 302 to produce a transformed data

sample 311, on which the auxiliary module 320 is applied to
The optimization objective is computed 330 from the useful
attribute sample 303 , sensitive attribute sample 304 , trans
formed data sample 311 , and the sensitive sample distribu
tion parameters 321.
[0089 ] FIG . 3B is a block diagram illustrating the detailed
procedure for applying the auxiliary module to produce the

produce the sensitive sample distribution parameters 321.

sensitive data likelihoods , as part of the computation of the
objective function , according some embodiments of the

present disclosure . In particular, the procedure for applying
the auxiliary module 320 to produce the sensitive attribute
sample likelihoods 326 , as part of the computation of the
objective function . The auxiliary module 320 is applied to a
transformed data sample 311 to produce distribution param
eters 321. The distribution parameters 321 are used along
with the sensitive attribute sample 304 in the parametric
distribution function 325 to compute the likelihoods of the
sensitive attribute sample 326 .
10090) FIG . 4 is a graph illustrating example results show
ing that the described system achieves close to theoretically
optimal performance , in an example involving multivariate ,
continuous data drawn from a Gaussian distribution , accord
ing some embodiments of the present disclosure . The graph
of FIG . 4 depicts the theoretically optimal performance 401
that is analytically derived given knowledge of the data
distribution versus the evaluated performance 402 of the

described system , which does not use knowledge of the

distribution . The X - axis is the expected mean - squared - error
distortion 410 , and the y -axis is the estimated privacy
leakage quantified by the mutual information of the sensitive

attributes in the transformed data 411 .
10091] FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating the methods
of FIG . 1A and FIG . 1B , that can be implemented using an

alternate computer or processor, according to embodiments
[0092] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of illustrating the method
of FIG . 1A , that can be implemented using an alternate
computer or processor, according to embodiments of the

of the present disclosure.

[0087 ] FIG . 2B is a block diagram illustrating further
details in the procedure to optimize the privacy module ,
according some embodiments of the present disclosure . The
procedure begins with preparing a batch of training data

540 , computer readable memory 512 , storage 558 and user
interface 549 with display 552 and keyboard 551, which are
connected through bus 556 . For example , the user interface

data samples 211 to produce the transformed data samples
212. The auxiliary module is applied 213 to the transformed
data samples 212 . Then , the optimization objective 214 is

signal data examples in the computer readable memory 512
upon receiving an input from a surface , keyboard surface

minimize the objective and the auxiliary module to maxi
mize the objective 204 . This procedure is repeated until

[0093] The computer 511 can include a power source 554,
depending upon the application the power source 554 may

samples 201. The privacy module is applied to the observed

computed 203 , followed by updating the privacy module to

convergence or a maximum number of iterations is reached
205 .

[0088 ] FIG . 3A is a block diagram illustrating the proce
dure for applying the privacy and auxiliary modules to a set

of training samples and computing the optimization objec
tive, according some embodiments of the present disclosure .

In particular, the procedure for applying the privacy module
310 and auxiliary module 320 to a set of training samples
301 and performing the optimization objective computation
330 to yield the optimization objective 331. Each set of

present disclosure . The computer 511 includes a processor

564 in communication with the processor 540 and the

computer readable memory 512 , acquires and stores the

564 , of the user interface 564 by a user.

be optionally located outside of the computer 511. Linked
through bus 556 can be a user input interface 557 adapted to

connect to a display device 548, wherein the display device
projector, or mobile device , among others . A printer inter
face 559 can also be connected through bus 556 and adapted
to connect to a printing device 532 , wherein the printing
device 532 can include a liquid inkjet printer, solid ink
printer, large-scale commercial printer, thermal printer, UV
printer , or dye -sublimation printer, among others. A network

548 can include a computer monitor, camera , television ,
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501. Further, external sensors 504 can be coupled to a

but are used merely as labels to distinguish one claim
element having a certain name from another element having
a same name (but for use of the ordinal term ) to distinguish
the claim elements .
[0098 ] Although the present disclosure has been described
with reference to certain preferred embodiments , it is to be
understood that various other adaptations and modifications

sensing devices 544 can be coupled to the computer 511 .
100941 Still referring to FIG . 5 , the signal data or other

cover all such variations and modifications as come within
the true spirit and scope of the present disclosure .

interface controller (NIC ) 534 is adapted to connect through
the bus 556 to a network 536 , wherein time series data or
other data , among other things, can be rendered on a third

party display device, third party imaging device , and /or third
party printing device outside of the computer 511. The

computer 511 can include a global positioning system (GPS )

machine( s ) 502 and to an external memory 506 . An input/
output device (s ) 541 , other computers 542 and external

data , among other things, can be transmitted over a com
munication channel of the network 536 , and/or stored within
the storage system 558 for storage and/ or further processing .

Contemplated is that the signal data could be initially stored
in an external memory and later acquired by the processor to

be processed or store the signal data in the processor' s
memory to be processed at some later time. The processor

memory includes stored executable programs executable by
the processor or a computer for performing the systems/
methods.

can be made within the spirit and scope of the present
disclosure . Therefore , it is the aspect of the append claims to

What is claimed is:
1 . A communication system , the system comprising :
a receiver to receive training data from at least one sensor,
wherein the training data includes samples of data
including predetermined sensitive attributes, useful
attributes and observable data ;
an input interface to receive input data ;
a hardware processor coupled to the receiver and a

memory , is capable of executing a privacy module , an
auxiliary module , a plurality of functions and the

training data stored in the memory , the hardware pro
cessor is configured to
initialize the privacy module using the training data ,

[ 0095 ] Further, the signal data or other data may be

received wirelessly or hard wired from a receiver 546 (or
external receiver 538 ) or transmitted via a transmitter 547

wherein the privacy module is configured to trans

( or external transmitter 539 ) wirelessly or hard wired , the
receiver 546 and transmitter 547 are both connected through
the bus 556 . The computer 511 may be connected via an
input interface 508 to external sensing devices 544 and
external input/output devices 541 . For example, the external
sensing devices 544 may include sensors gathering data
before -during - after of the collected signal data of the eleva
tor/conveying machine. For instance, environmental condi

form the training data into transformed data by

determining parameters of a parametric probability
distribution ;
generate a trained privacy module, by iteratively opti
mizing an objective function , wherein for each itera
tion the objective function is computed by a combi
nation of a distortion of the useful attributes in the

tions , i.e . temperature . The computer 511 may be connected
to other external computers 542 . An output interface 509

transformed data and of a mutual information

between the sensitive attributes and the transformed

may be used to output the processed data from the processor

data , such that the mutual information is estimated

540. It is noted that a user interface 549 in communication

by the auxiliary module that maximizes a conditional
likelihood of the sensitive attributes given the trans

with the processor 540 and the non - transitory computer

formed data ;

readable storage medium 512 , acquires and stores the region

receive the input data via the input interface in com

data in the non -transitory computer readable storage

medium 512 upon receiving an input from a surface 552 of

the user interface 549 by a user.
[ 0096 ]. Also , the various methods or processes outlined
herein may be coded as software that is executable on one
or more processors that employ any one of a variety of

operating systems or platforms. Additionally , such software
ming languages and /or programming or scripting tools, and

may be written using any of a number of suitable program

also may be compiled as executable machine language code
or intermediate code that is executed on a framework or
virtual machine. Typically , the functionality of the program

modules may be combined or distributed as desired in
various embodiments .
[0097] Also , the embodiments of the present disclosure

may be embodied as a method , of which an example has
been provided . The acts performed as part of the method

may be ordered in any suitable way. Accordingly , embodi
ments may be constructed in which acts are performed in an
order different than illustrated , which may include perform

ing some acts concurrently , even though shown as sequential
acts in illustrative embodiments . Further, use of ordinal

terms such as “ first," " second ,” in the claims to modify a
claim element does not by itself connote any priority,
precedence , or order of one claim element over another or
the temporal order in which acts of a method are performed ,

munication with the hardware processor;
apply the trained privacy module on the input data to
produce an application specific transformed data ;
and
a transmitter to transmit the application specific trans
formed data over a communication channel.
2 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

privacy module transforms the training data into trans
formed data , the transformed data is produced by randomly
sampling according to the parametric probability distribu
tion .

3 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

training data includes time series data , speech data , smart

home data , factory automation data, medical data .

4 . The communication system of claim 1, wherein the

privacy module determines the parameters of the parametric
probability distribution by applying a neural network to the

observed data , such that the output of the neural network are
parameters.

5. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the
data having predetermined sensitive attributes, useful attri

stored privacy module is pre - trained with historical training

butes and observable data .

6 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

distortion of the useful attributes in the transformed data is
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determined by an empirical average of a user specified
distortion function, over a batch of training data and corre

sponding transformed data produced by applying the privacy
mechanism to the observable data .

7. The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the
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of transformed data Zi, d is the distortion threshold , à is
a penalty parameter controlling the penalization for
exceeding the distortion threshold , and d (y ;,z ;) is the
distortion of the sample of useful attributes y , in the
sampled of transformed data Zi.

auxiliary module is optimized by a gradient descent algo

15 . The communication system of claim 14 , further com

rithm to maximize the conditional log likelihood of the
sensitive attributes given the transformed data .

an input interface to accept a value of a distortion thresh

8 . The communication system of claim 7 , wherein the

mutual information between the sensitive attributes and the
transformed data is estimated by an empirical average of a
log of conditional likelihoods of the sensitive data over a
batch of training data , such that the log of conditional
likelihoods of the sensitive data is from the auxiliary mod
ule .

9 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

privacy module and auxiliary module are realized as para
metric functions including neural networks, such that a
gradient of the objective function is computed with respect

to the parameters of the privacy module and the auxiliary
module , and that the privacy module and the auxiliary

module are optimized via gradient descent algorithms.

10 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the
privacy module further comprises an additional input that is
random seed noise , such that the privacy module produces
transformed data as a randomized function of the observed

data .

11 . The communication system of claim 1, wherein the

iterations continue until a termination condition is met, to

obtain the trained privacy module .
12 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

objective function includes
m

logQ (x ; |zi) + Ad (Yi, zi),

old d , such that the privacy mechanism is optimized to

limit the distortion of the useful attributes in the trans

formed data to no larger than the value of the distortion

threshold .
16 . A communication system , the system comprising:

a receiver to receive training data from at least one sensor,
wherein the training data includes samples of data

including predetermined sensitive attributes , useful

attributes and observable data ;

an input interface to receive input data ;

a hardware processor coupled to the receiver and a
memory , is capable of executing a privacy module , an
auxiliary module , a plurality of functions and the

training data stored in the memory , and in an offline

state, the hardware processor is configured to

initialize the privacy module using the training data ,

wherein the privacy module is configured to trans

form the training data into transformed data by
determining parameters of a parametric probability

distribution , such that the transformed data is pro
duced by randomly sampling according to the para
metric probability distribution ;
generate a trained privacy module, by iteratively opti
mizing an objective function , wherein for each itera
tion the objective function is computed by a combi
nation of a distortion of the useful attributes in the
transformed data and of a mutual information
between the sensitive attributes and the transformed
data , such that the mutual information is estimated

by the auxiliary module thatmaximizes a conditional

wherein m is the number of training samples, i indexes the
training samples, x ; is a sample of sensitive attributes ,
y ; is a sample of useful attributes, Zi is a sample of
transformed data , Q ( x ;\z ;) is the conditional likelihood
of a sample of sensitive attributes x , given the sample
of transformed data zi, à is a balance parameter con
trolling a privacy - utility tradeoff , and d (y ;,z ;) is the
distortion of the sample of useful attributes y ; in the
sample of transformed data Zi.
13 . The communication system of claim 12 , further com

prising :
an input interface to accept a value of a balance parameter
à controlling a privacy - utility tradeoff.

14 . The communication system of claim 1 , wherein the

objective function includes

likelihood of the sensitive attributes given the trans

formed data , wherein the iterations continue until a

termination condition is met, to obtain the trained
privacy module ;

receive the input data via the input interface in com

munication with the hardware processor in an online
state ;
apply the trained privacy module on the input data to
produce an application specific transformed data ;
and
a transmitter to transmit the application specific trans
formed data over a communication channel.
17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the sensitive attri
butes and useful attributes are related according to an

unknown joint probability distribution .
18 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the observed data is

governed by an unknown conditional distribution given

logQ(x;| Zi) + A (max(d (yi, zi) - 8, 0 )) ,

values of the sensitive attributes and values of the useful
attributes .

19 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the privacy module
iterative optimization of a gradient descent algorithm .

and the auxiliary module are alternatingly updated over the

wherein m is the number of training samples , i indexes the

training samples, x , is a sample of sensitive attributes,
Y ; is a sample of useful attributes , z ; is a sample of

transformed data , Q ( x ;\z ;) is the conditional likelihood

of a sample of sensitive attributes x , given the sample

20 . A method for applying a privacy module to transform

data, such that a privacy of the transformed data is protected ,
while analytical usefulness of the transformed data is pre
served , the method comprising:
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receiving training data via a receiver from at least one

sensor, wherein the training data includes training data
samples including predetermined sensitive attributes ,

useful attributes and observable data ;
storing a privacy module, an auxiliary module a plurality
of functions and the training data in a memory , wherein
the privacy module is configured to transform the
training data into transformed data by determining
parameters of a parametric probability distribution ,
such that the transformed data is produced by randomly
sampling according to the parametric probability dis
tribution, wherein the memory is in communication
with the receiver ;
using a hardware processor coupled to the receiver and
the memory , capable of executing the stored privacy
module and the stored plurality of functions, and is
configured for
initializing the stored privacy module using the training

data , wherein the privacy module is configured to
transform the training data into transformed data by

determining parameters of a parametric probability
distribution, such that the transformed data is pro
duced by randomly sampling according to the para
metric probability distribution ;

generating a trained privacy module , by iteratively

optimizing an objective function , wherein for each

iteration the objective function is computed by a
combination of a distortion of the useful attributes in

the transformed data and of a mutual information

between the sensitive attributes and the transformed

data , such that the mutual information is estimated
by the auxiliary module that maximizes a conditional
likelihood of the sensitive attributes given the trans
formed data , wherein the iterations continue until a

termination condition is met, to obtain the trained
privacy module ;
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receiving input data via an input interface in commu
nication with the hardware processor in an online
state ;

applying the trained privacy module on the input data

to produce an application specific transformed data ;

and

transmitting via a transmitter the application specific
transformed data over a communication channel .

21. The method of claim 20 , wherein the optimization of
the privacy module and the auxiliary module is performed
using training steps of :
acquiring from the training data , training data samples
including corresponding tuples of a sample of the

sensitive attributes , a sample of the useful attributes ,
and a sample of the observable data ;
processing the samples of the observable data with the
privacy module to produce samples of the transformed
data ;
processing the samples of transformed data with the

auxiliary module to produce conditional likelihoods of
the samples of the sensitive attributes given the samples
of the transformed data ;

calculating the objective function using values of the
samples of sensitive attributes , the samples of useful
attributes, the samples of transformed data , and the
likelihoods of the samples of sensitive attributes given
the samples of the transformed data ;

updating the privacy module to reduce the objective

function;
updating the auxiliary module to increase the likelihood
of the samples of sensitive attributes given the samples
of the transformed data; and

repeating the training steps until a termination condition
is met.

